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History of California - 3rd/4th Grade
By Peggy Nguyen

This month, students explored cultural
roles of Native Americans and learned
about the California Mission timeline. We
read biographies on prominent people
during these times such as Helen Hunt
Jackson, Hugo Reid, Jean Francois de La
Perouse, and Jose Figueroa. Students
learned about the impact these
individuals made to the California
Missions - they all advocated for equality
and more land for Native Americans. In relation, students were able to understand the
concepts of land ownership and culture in the 1800’s. We then used venn diagrams to
compare and contrast different times and people throughout our state’s history.
Students had the chance to write letters from a Californio’s standpoint asking for land
that would help better their livelihoods. Each student did an amazing job going into
detail about their potential land and how they would raise livestock.

Mysterious Creatures - K-2nd Grade
By Peggy Nguyen

This month, students explored different
folktales with an emphasis on mysterious
creatures. The last story we read was
Tokoyo and The Sea Monster. Students
started popcorn reading in class and
identifying several new vocabulary terms
in the folktales. As a class, we’re always
learning new words. Folktales are a great
way for students to learn new words that

help strengthen their written and oral skills. In addition, reading aloud gives them the
chance to practice identifying parts of speech such as nouns and adjectives. Folktales
are detailed narratives and give a visual that students can enjoy. Students are also
writing responses to go along with each folktale. This allows students to use their
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context clues and deep text analysis
skills. Students are encouraged to
identify the deeper meaning of a
folktale. They’ve been doing such a
great job in class-centered discussions
and participation. The classes get
engaged and each student contributes
to our writing responses!

Keys to the Universe
By Jorge Chavez

This month, the students learned about
the formation of the stars which are born
within the cloud of dust and scattered
throughout most galaxies. Then,
students learned about light and its
properties as well as different types of
light.
As we explored gravity, we began to
discuss Earth’s movement around the sun
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and how that affects many aspects of the
planet Earth. The earth moves in two ways - it
spins and rotates around the sun. The spinning
of the Earth is called rotation. It takes the Earth
about 24 hours, or one day, to make one
complete rotation. The other movement is
called revolution which takes the earth about
365 days and is one of the reasons for the
seasons here on Earth.
As the Loyals continued to explore Mars, they
partnered with Design Hive’s, Teacher Lauren,
to solve challenges using Minecraft as they
built their colonies on Mars. Each team was
given specific parameters with which they had
to solve problems and create a colony to create
solutions. They also created their own patches
to represent each colony’s exploration to Mars.

Game Design
By Jorge Chavez
This month, the students revisited
their first drafts of their games and
made any tweaks or changes that
were necessary. Some of the
designers discovered that a peer had
a similar design and that they could
combine their ideas to create one
product. We are working with Design
Hive’s, Teacher Jen, to create
Illustrator file versions of our games
which we will then send off to a printer to bring these games to life. We are so excited
to share our creations with you once they are complete!
One of the most important components of this class is that students find a need to use
Spanish when playing games - utilizing phrases that indicate whose turn, colors,
directions, and various commands when playing. The students continued to hone in on
those skills while playing a number of different card games - everyone’s favorite is Uno!
As the students become more comfortable using the vocabulary, we encourage them
to continue writing in Spanish. Students use their journals to capture their insights
about various games and the whole game design process, jotting down their opinions
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and thoughts. What has been the easiest part of this
process so far? What has been the most difficult? Do
you think your game will be fun? Are the directions
easy or hard to follow? How could you improve the
game? This is all part of the research and development
process as our students work towards a finished
product that could be on the shelves in the future!

Engineering and Design
By Phil Cannella

We have been doing some exciting building
projects this month. Students across all classes
designed a solar circuit using a single 5v solar
panel, a 3.7v lipo battery, and a small printed
circuit board. This circuit will charge the battery
when exposed to sunlight and run two L.E.Ds
when there is no, or low, light exposure. The
students learned Ohm’s law, how to calculate
resistance in a circuit, and how to use resistor
color bands to calculate individual resistor load.
Students used basic soldering skills to install each
resistor, capacitor, transistor, and a light
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dependent resistor to a small printed circuit
board. We then tested each board for
functionality and insulated all leads coming off
of the board with heat shrink insulation. The
objective of this project was to give each
student a basic understanding of engineering
a multifunction circuit and proper calculation
of voltage, current and resistance while
developing an understanding of how solar
energy can be harnessed and discussing other
forms of harvesting green or cleaner
alternative energy from renewable sources.
We discussed the way light travels through our
atmosphere and through different materials
pointing out how reflection and refraction
work. We

conducted experiments with lasers and L.E.D.s to
demonstrate these properties and even used
prismatic glass to further our understanding and
create a fun visual experiment. We discussed thermal
energy and why, and when, it occurs and ways to
dissipate the heat from certain electronics. We
conducted experiments using a magnifying glass and
magnesium shavings in the sunlight as well as
melting glass with a map gas torch which really gave
a great visual presentation of thermal energy at work.
Finally, we used our map gas torch to melt old crayon
pieces into various silicon molds to create new
multicolor crayons in various shapes and sizes and we
all got one to keep! Students also walked away with
the knowledge of how to create more at home with their parents’ assistance.

The Loyal Leaders have continued learning Python. The next step has been to build
Bittle robotic dogs. These robots are quite complex! Students have been paired up to
assemble each robot using multiple servo motors. Complex assembly methods and
wire routing skills have been tested while they learn about the Ny board and chipset
that powers this bot, the next step is to compile the vast amount of code which will
enable the operation and multiple functionalities of this robot. This project is really fun
and extremely challenging but the Loyal Leaders are doing a remarkable job.
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History of California
Tasha Taylor

The Loyal Leaders have been busy applying
their math standards they have been working on, to
real world westward expansion scenarios. They have
taken what they have learned about the wagon
train and diseases that polluted the pioneers and
native americans and applied the amount of travel
distance to different wagon parties. With financial
literacy, they have been working on gold rush
stores and items that miners and prospectors might
need to buy. We practiced our math and science by

applying it to a game called “Westward
We Go”, which was a live action version
of a role playing board game. If they were
to get the math problem correct, they
could pick a card from a bag that told
them scenes that might happen when

moving west, as well as how many spaces
they could either move backwards or
forwards.

One aspect of math the Loyals have
been busy with, is the world of fractions.
They have mastered the understanding of
whole numbers and fractions as parts of a
whole. Some Loyals are taking this further
by adding fractions with like and unlike
denominators by finding a common
denominator. They are working on finding
equivalent fractions by finding missing
variables by applying their multiplication to
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the problems. They are beginning multiplication of fractions by whole numbers and
applying them to word problems and scenarios of the westward movement of
waterwheels and steam engines. Recently, they have finished up their project board
filled with many mini projects they have done throughout this term, including a real
working mini waterwheel. One fun activity has been a mini beach project where each
student made two boogie boarding rounds. Another student then helped measure how
far the wave took them in inches/feet. At the end, they added all the distances from
each student together and divided it by the amount of runs total to find the average
distance a wave took a student on the board,
which was a little over 36 feet!

Holistic Farmer
Tasha Taylor

April has been an eventful month for our
holistic farmers. The students started out the
month learning about time, moon phases, the sun,
and how these can be applied to farming. Some
classes were able to make their own miniature
clocks, which have helped with counting by 5s and
their 5s times tables. Another class was able to
make miniature working sundials, which the first
farmers used as a way to help them with their

crops. All classes have been working
hard on their addition, subtraction, place
value, and expansion as well. Some of
the Powerful Champions have taken this
a step further by taking this knowledge
and applying it to breaking numbers
apart to help with word problems and
multiplication problems. On one of our
beach trips the students also applied
their understanding of geometric shapes

by creating 2D and 3D images in the sand.
We have been able to go on some wonderful field trips where we were able to

observe the plants, animals, and abiotic factors in each environment. During our
campaign to Erase Meanness, the students were excited to be able to plant their own
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seeds to then pass out to City Kids neighbors. We were
able to visit Mr. C once again, where he gave us a tour
of his garden and gave us ideas on what it's like to be a
holistic farmer and make good choices when planning
farming ideas. We also had a nice celebration for Earth
Day where we did an upcycling project. The students
took plates that we had used for past projects and
games from previous field trips, to paint as a
continental globe. Some classes made mini planters
out of recycled bottles to attach to the globe where
others took straws to create mini bird feeders to attach
to their globes. The plants they planted the previous
month have grown wonderfully, and they have
managed to finish one of their planters to transplant
the plants to a bigger area.
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Exploring Mother Nature
By Clara Cruz

This month, the Lightning Owls had the
opportunity to explore the country of Cuba. We began by
exploring fun facts about Cuba and learning about their
culture. We learned that Cuba’s main language is Spanish
which we found interesting because we are learning
Spanish. Cuba is one of the largest islands in the
Caribbean.

The children found Cuban
music very exciting because of the
different sounds and rhythms that are in
the music. The children discovered that
one of the famous Cuban singers was
Celia Cruz. The children listened to her
music and had the opportunity to dance
around to some of her well-known songs.
We also learned about the Cuban flag and

were able to create our own using rulers and
measurements to replicate what the flag that the
children saw.

We shifted our focus back to our recycled paper
project and began recording our video and have

been working hard
at recording each
step in Spanish. The
children have been very excited to create the video and
have been working together to finish up and move onto
our next project. During the process of making our video
we are also creating a step-by-step pamphlet to guide
those who may be interested in making recycled paper on
their own. The children are able to identify each step in
Spanish and are getting help with sounding out and
spelling words in Spanish.
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We launched our “Erase Meanness” campaign during the
month of April. Our goal was to raise awareness on how
the children can be kind with others. The children had the
opportunity to express how they felt when others were
mean to them and also had the opportunity to reflect and
problem solve during situations they might have
experienced in the past. Our focus was for the children to
see how mean words and actions can hurt others' feelings
and to replace those mean and hurtful words and actions
with kind ones. One of the activities that the children
enjoyed was our Random Act of Kindness for our
neighbors in the community. The children had the chance to
make planters for our neighbors around us and went around
handing them out. The children had the chance to talk to
some of the neighbors and raise awareness and explain to
them what it was that we were doing as a school. The
Lightning Owls decided that it is best to stick with kindness
and each one of them had the  freedom to express the
reasons why they wanted to stick with kindness.
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